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THE TEACHER OF READING

A Review of Related Research

Any explication of the\Tasential compOnenti of an effective

reading program will likely include a discussion.of the teacher's role...

Research findingg.have made it abundantly clear that the single most

J
important element-of an effective reading program is the'regular class-

,

room teacher. Many other factors are important, of course, but these

researA findings suggest pupil success or'failure'is most, directly
0

related to the "teacher var able in the teaching of reading.

One of the best kn research efforts related,to dye. teaching

of reading is the Coopera ve.Research Program in First Grade Reading

Instruction, reported in detail in the Reading Research Quarterly (Bond
e/-

and Dykstra, 19B7). Th s research program involved twenty-seven

individual studies cat ied on im various parts of the United States. Tfie

studies attempted to aiscover if`there were an approach to initial read

ing instruction that would produce superior.reading and spelling achieve-4

ment at the end/of rade one. Various instructional-approaches, including

the linguistics ba al, language.,experience, and were evaluated in

terms of standard zed measures cf reading achievement. +-

Though D kstra (1971) reported that there were probleds in making

sure that each pproaoh was used in a pure form, the study's: and

conclusion, we e significant. In the first place the dtudy'iminted out

that childken seem to learn to readby
V
a variety of materials and methods.

The authors gtated,". . . no.one approach is so distinctively better in all

situations and. respects than the others that it should be considered the
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one best method and the one to be u exclusively" (Bond and Dykstrd, 1967).

The message was clear: ) Improved reading achievement is not a function

solely of approach or method. The authors continuer

Future research mi ht well center on teaching and learning

situation characteristics . . . . The tremendoUs range among

, .

classrooms'within any method.poihUirout the importance of '

elements in the learning situatIon over and above tie methods

employed. To improve reading instruction,it is nece sally to

train better teachers of reading rather than to expe t a

panacea in the form of materials. (p. 11)

A

Similar statements have been made by others. Ramsey (1962) in

an evaluation of three grouping procedures for teaching reading, concluded,

"The thing thdt the study probably illustrates most clearly is= that the

influence of,the teacher ig greater than that of a particular method, a

certain variety Of. Materials, or a specific plan of organization. Given a

godd teacher, other factors in teaching reading tend to pale to insignificance."

Harris and Morrison (1969) Cterated 4this conclusion. These authors

reported a thretlaear study df twoapproaches to teaching reading, basal

reader vs. language experience. They found; as did Bond and Dykstra, that

differences in mean reading, scores within each method were much larger than

differences between methods and approacheSt

The results of the study have indicated that the teacher

is far mpre important that the method.,, Clearly procedures

such as smallevoblasses and'provision of auxiliary personnel

%
may continue to give disappointing results if teaching skills

4
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are not'improved. It is recommended, therefore, that

in-service workshops and expert consultive help be

provided for all teachers and especially for those with

minimal experiencej339).

These studies have helped.to establish the importance af the:

teacher variable in the'teaching of. reading. They have, in fact, stipulated

much subsequent research as the sections entitled, "Teacher Preparation and

Practice" in the Annual Summaries of Inyestigations Relating to Reading

(Weintraub, et. al., 1973, 1974) etteSt. The teacher variable has been

studied from a number of perspeCtives and always in the hope of finding

and idehtifying the one variable which makes, or seems tb make, the

qualitative difference. Some examples of the dimensions of this variablel

1

most recently studied include the following: training (Roeder, Beal and

Eller, 1973; Ahern-and White, 1974; Garry, 1974), beliefs (Mates, 1974),

felt needs ,(Rutherford and Weaver, 1974;'rarington and Kotler,. 1973)

problems encountered in teaching reading (Lichtman, 1973), as well as

information processing differences among teachers (Long and Henderson, 1974).'

In spite of the fact that the reading profession has been fair

certain about the importance' of the tether variable and its relatiot hip

to pupil achievement in reading for roughly the past decade - - its

. .

importance was suspected long before that - - very little insignt Was been

/ .

gained into the varia le% After reviewing the research on the teacher

variable, it is cer a,inly possible to agree.with Jackson (1966) who wrote:

st all of the noble crusades that have set out in

searct of the best teacher ant the-best method,. . have returned

y7h6hded. The few discoveries to date . . . are pitifully
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,small in proportion to their cost in time snd energy. For

example, the few drops of knowledge that can be squeezed out

of a halfcentry of research on the personality characteristics

of good teachers are so low in intellectual food value that

it is almost emharreSsing to diScuss them . . . (p. 9).

Part of the reason for this disappl3,ntment may be that the teacher variable,

although well established as being itp rtent, has seldom been studied

directly. In fact, if the research which esrahlishes the importance of
- H

the teacher variable is closely examined Oond and Dykstra, 1967; Ramsey,

1962; Harris and Morrison, 1969), one finds that none of \these researchers

were actually studying the teacher variable directly. Their ,identification

of the variable apparently rests largely on their inability to find

significance among and between the variables they were actually studying.
a

I

Recently Singer (1974) has suggested from his analysis of low-

achieving.and high-achieving schools, that we modifx the hypothesis that

it's the teacher who makes the difference. "The more adequate hypothesis,"
1

he states, "is that to the degree'that the faculty, including the principal,

is trained, committed'to, and implements any valid system of reading

instruction now available, will there be a cumul4tive and significant

difference in reading achievement." .Although Sihger doesn't title his

hypothesis, we interpret him as recommending that internal program thrust

and consistency be studied.-

Another suggestion for modifying the hypothesis has been made by

Harste and Burke (1975). They propose that the key component of the teacher

variable is the teacher's theoretical orientation. They operationally

define this"compOnent as a particular knowledge and'belief system aboUt

6
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,o, . ...
7reading which strongly influence critical. decision.lmalcIng related to

both the,tLehUg and learning of reading. Intetestingly,theSr propose

. .

,

thatboth.teaclers and learners hold- particular and\identifiable-

theOretical orientations about readingvhi4-in turn significantly effect
" ti

expectancies, gogls, behavior,, and outcomes at all levers.

1, \
Although Singer ,(1974) does not piOppse that theoretical\ rientation

is thT keydimension of internal proaram:thrust and consistenoywhi h he
I .

recommends be studied, Hatate-aid Burke's findings 1975) suggest that

such an exploration would be. fruitful. In fact, if a schioi system had

adopted a,particular inttiugitional program, had made, sure it WaSA)eing

implemented appropriatelyand.had chosen criterionmeasures in accordance, ,

with the thrust of the Program,- Harste and Burke would argue that the

maAable oitheoretical Orientation was the key compohent of thiS thrust.

Because teachers" theoretical orientation.appears to prOvide .a
A 7,

b

potentially valuable perspeCtive faikgairiing.additional insight into the

teacher variable .in the teaching of reading, it will beptilized.as one

basis for the analysis,.diacussioh- and interpretation of the ETS data

on which this chapter is based. The other major perspetive utilized to

examine the'data will be that of viewing the teaching of ..eepcling as a

decision-making process.

The Teacher of Reading as an Instructional Decision:-Maker

This perspective Is based upon a decision-making model of teaching.

This model has been discussed eiseftere (Fay, Harste, Newman, 1973) but

for ease of reference is presented below. This model of teacher, behavior
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as it relates to reading; pstruction suggests that the highly visible

.

process of teaching, asfbserved in a classroom, represents the tryout and

-

"PLACE EIGURE1 ABOUT HERE

A !,

results of.an instructional plan. This instructional plan results from a

series of decisions regarding what objectives to set, what materials and

.

procedures to uie, how to organize students, how much time.to allocate,

4
4

and the like. This conceptualization divides teaching into two major

phases: the perinstructional or:planning phase (largely cognitive in

,

nature), and an instructional or action phase (largely behavioral ininature).

-Dividing the instructional act in this manner has several advantages

First, it accents the cognitiye'nature of teaching. While not all which

'happens during.the preinstrugtional phase of teaching is cognitive. (the

actual writing out of a plan, for example, is behavioral), most is. The

reverse is true during instruction. Nonetheless, even during instruction

teachers must process much information and make many on-the-spot decisions.

While the, instructional phase is largely behavioral, cognitive processing,

Oust also take place. Cognitive processing, which characterizes both the

preinstructional and instructional phases of teaching, has not been the'

focus of much teacher education research conducted during the 60's and 70's.

Most research during this period focused upon the behavioral dimensions of

teaching (Flanders, 1960; Rosenshine, 1971, 1974). We perceive the aspect

of our conceptualization which emphasizes the cognitive nature of teaching

as one -o'f its overriding,strengths.
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FIGURE I

TEACHING. AS A DECISION MAKING PROCESS 1

Highly Visible
ProcessLess Visible

Process

O

Q

EDUCATIONAL

DECISION

INFORMATION.

Pre Instructional Phase
(largely cognitive in nature )

%v.

1

RESULTS

Instructional Phase
( largely behavioral in nature )

A model adapted from Newman/ Anabel P., Harste, Jerome C..,

and Stowe, Richard A. Project RELATE : A Set of Teacher
Training materials i Readin and Language Arts. Field Serxice.ss

-Department, Audio Visual C nter, Indiana University,

Bloomington, Indiana 1972 `\
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A seconsi, advantage to this model is that it permits exploration o

relationships: which exist between planning instruction'and'carrying out ,

instruction. /Because of'this feature, the model isidiagnostic in nature.
, ,

1By studying teacher behavior at eachlevel, decisions can be.madeat to

where improvements might be made.in:teaching. For example, some teachers

are 'able to cognitively process information appropriately, but are unable

.

to carry out their well-conceived plans in the classroom Other, teachers

.
r .

,k
,

halm .difficulty making appropriate decisions;anddeveloping a pound
, 'e-). '

.

instructional plan. Oldie both types of teachers have difficulties

arrying out instruction, the problems they have are quite different.

. 1

,
Therefore they will need different kinds of self -help or assistance to*

....,-
,,

improve the effectiveness of their teaching.

Up to this point the cognitive processing dimentiori of teaching,

which results in decisions on the part of the teacher has only been

introduced. The following definition should help to carify, this dimension.

Cognitive prodtssing is operationally. defined. in terms of the teaching

of reading as what the teacher "does" with information' available (i.e.,

student oral reading ability, standardized test results, observational

ddta collected on the student, student performance on workbook paged, etc.)

to make an instructional deasion

materials t? use,. what procedures
a

readirig program for a child),

(i.e.,:what objectives to ,set, what

to follow, and how to organize the

At the preinstructional level insights into,how a teacher

cognitively processes information can be gleameeby studying (1)\what

goals are set for the classroom reading program, (2)what'behayiors are .

1
perceived as reflective ofingood" reading ability, (3) what prOedures,
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als, and information is used for instructional,dibsnosis, (4) what

weighing is given

and materials will

to particular diagnostic information,- (5)/What -approach .

be,,selected And used in the'prescriptive program,

(6) what envirOnment-is perdeived as most conclusive to reading growth,

and (n what criteria will be usechto.determine achievement reading.

A comparable set of decision points are identifiable at the inetructional

phase of - teaching for studying howteachers cognitively process'infbrmation

while they are providing in ,tructifon.

-:A7perspective for Analyzing we Interpreting- the Data

Given a decision-making perspective of the role of a teacher of
\

reading and coupling with it the current. level of understanding about the\

teadher variable in the teaching of reading, a schema can be formulated

for analyzing the data which 1-LVe been collected, on teachers in the ETS:

study. The research schema, is graphically presentetrin Figure 2. While

PLACE ,FI,OURi 2 ABOUT HERE

the data available does:not make it possible tostudy all of the inter-

relationships suggested bythe-sc ma, it is possible to look at relation-

ships such as belief patterns to, goals selected along the teactier ?mAsidn.

It is,fa.14.4hat an analysis, of tiis sort should lead to the identification

of the predominant, theoretiCal orientation-toward reading instruction held

by todays teachers of reading. To this end, dominant teacher beliefs in

relationship to the major goals teachers identified for their reading

program All be st

' . o
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For purposes of interpretation, two Major orientations will'be

v. !N -
identifiedOtamely a decoding or skills orientation and, 'for' leek of a

better:term, a "wirtole-language" orientation. While teacher 'theoretical
t

.

t

fairly easily identifiable

orientations to reading moalikely falls along a continuum, these

ddscriptiors have been employed to characterize

polar positions,. The first grouping-of beliefs is representative of a

decoding or skills oritNnEptfOn. toward reading instruction. This Orientatiam,,

views reading.as an offshoot of language, the accomplishment.of which is
0

dependent chiefly upon developing and manipulating the relationship

between 'the sounds of language and their graphic representations. The

second major orientation views reading as one df four functions in the

-Eotallangudge process. It assumes not only that the receptive and

expreosive oyetemo of language arc °hared, but that they arc inter-
.

dependpnt aneinteractive aupecto Of a process. Th10 proem; hap ao its

primary focus compreWension. Tliis perspective Villwbe'referred to as a

whole- language Orientation. 'While.little precision can be gained'

.
because the ETS data is pooled,. it was felt that this analysis could

.1
result in the identification -of the current .and major theoretical

orientation held by te4chers of reading in the United States today.

'' Because the purpose of this chapter is to provide a status report

.on todaY's.tescher of reading in addition to offerring an interpretation

of. the ETSdata, tile chapter is organized to. serve both functions. The-

next section will, whi1e-cohcentrating op the status function, describe
. .

today's; teacher of.readidg in terms of key factors which may be related
,

. e.:: 4

to teacher goal selection.. patterns; namely, sex,, teaching experience,

., . 4 .
.

training, involvemenbOin decision-making and beliefs. The third major
.

,

, .

\ .

13
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section of this chapter-will concentrate on the relationship of these

variables to the reading goals selected by the majority of the teacherb.
r.

A fourth and final section will summarize the analysig4for the purposes

of identifying major needs and making recommendatioris.

TODAY'S TEACHER OF READING -- AN OVERVIEW

An analysis of the data collected by ETS suggests that today's

teacher of reading might. typically beldeScribed as a white female with

six or more years of teaching experience holding not only a regular

ceitiiication, but reporting some training in the diagnosis and treatment

'of reading problems, and whp reportedly believes, among other things,

that (1) meOods are more important than either method or material in

the teaching of reading, (2) the teacher's ability is more important than

either method or material in the teaching of reading, add (3) in teaching

reading a wrong Response can beas useful as a correct response. With

this .overview, we'will examine the basis of this overall picture of today

teacher of reading.

)Race

The finding that the majority of today's teachers of reading are

white Caucasians is hardly surprising giyen the fact that any random Sample

of.t.eachers would produce a similar result. Howeverr teachers of reading
4 "

rdpqrted at all grade levels (2nd, 4th, 6th) that most of their students

were of the same racial ovnational origin as they were. This finding

suggests that in areas when there is a concentration of minority group

14
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pupils, there is also a concentration of minority group reading,teachers.

While this correspondence isn't perfect, 80 time° out of 200 this geberal

trend prevails.
0

'The trend' itself is, of course, `biased by tille fact that the

majority of the population of the United States la white. In fact,

given a high concentration of pupils of one racial or national origin

(76-100%), the probability of finding a white teacher in the classroom,

if the students are also white, is 95 times out of 100. *For Blacks

given the same concentration, the probability of finding a Black teacher

is 48 times out of 100. ForSpanish surnamed childrenr tiaprobabilixy
g4

is 17,times out of 100. For American Indian, Oriental, and other children

of other racial or national origins, the probability of finding a high/

concentration of these minority pupils in one area is so low that no

comparable statistics are available.

Sex

'-.-

The greatest majority of elementary school teacher

i

in the United'

*NStates are female. As would be expected, the lower the grade level the

more probable the teacher's sex will be female. If indeed Patricia Sexton

(1967) was justified in her contention that elementary 'school children,

are being "skirted to death".because of sustained contact with only female

teachers.throughout ;their childhood, these data support her contention.

In recent year's -the number of, male elementary school teachers has increased;

particularly in the upper elementary sbhool grades. But even l:\in the up4r

./
elementary'school grades, the probability of having a female teacher is

almost twice as high as having a male.teacher.
4

15
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The data presented in Table'l, below, illustrate the percentage

AP.

male and female teachers of reading at the 2nd, 4th and 6th grade levgis.
.

TABLE .1

TEACHER SEX BY GRAPE LEVEL
' , .

Question; ..What is your Pei?'

Grade

Sex Level

42nd

01=600)

4th

(N=560)

6th.
(t1=424)

Male

-.4

0.5 19.2 35.4

Female 99.5 80..8 64.6

Experiencq ej

Table 2 indicates tha'abproxibatelir 20 peXPent of today's,teachers

of reading have at least one, butbut alan three years teaching experience,"

another 20.per) cent have three, but' less than 6 years of.experience; leaving

approximatelys60 percent who have had six or more years of teaching

experience. At first glance these data may seem somewhat surprising.

PEACE MU 2 A$ UT HERE

Upon ref+ection, however, the results seem logical, and probably reflect

the realities of thd job market. In general, teachers appear to be holding..

onto their jobs longer; resulting in a. reduction in the number of people

entering the profession, accompanied by more stability within the prOfession.

16
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Question:

TABLE 2

YEAR OP TBACHING'WERiENCE:

Aoia many.yearb of leaching expeaen&(publie
and nonpublic), including this school year,,
Have you had?

' ,Grade Level
Years of '

Teaching' Experience

2nd
(N=601)

-

401-'
.(Na560),

,

sell .

(N=.425)

iii.-

One Year of less

->

.
8.8 8.2 9.4.

.,

More than 1 year but
1 less thaw3-years 9.3 10.1.... 14.4

.

,

.

At least 3 years but
;Jess than 6 years 19.0

e

.

20.2 18 6--

At least 6 years but
less than.10 years . 13.1

.

,

.
.17:0

. ,

17,2
.

At least 10 years but
less ;than 20 years

.

28%3 24.4 23,1'

Twellty years or more

1

:21:5
;

18.6 .17:4

17.

J
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Declining birth rates have undoubtedly also contributed to the reduction

in the number of persons entering the teaching profession.

Table 3 r ports the results of having asked respondents, "How

many years, includ ng this year, have you taught in this school?" These

data again show a r niarkable amount of stability, indicating that from
4

40-60% of the'teache s have at leant three years'of residence it their

current schools. Comparison of the data in Tables 2 and 3 indicates that

18% of theateachers at Grade 2; 22% of the teachers at Grade 4'; and 21%

LACE TABLE .3 ABOUT HERE

f the teachers at Grade have recently transferred intp, or begun their-

teaching career in, their urrent positioA. Conversely,.these data suggest

that from 78 to 82% of the faculty were stable. Clearly this is a large

enough percentage of teachers to facilitate continuity and consistency in

the reading program. However, the fact that 78-827 ofthe teachers

remained at the same school,obviously does not guarantee such continuitY(--

' and consistency. Further, Lt should be recalled that these data represent

teachers of _reading as a total group. Again it should be.obvious that

teacher turnover is very high in some schools, and very, low in Zthers.'

Because of the positive relationship between years of experience

and effective teaching, the data presented in Table 3 indicate'-- at least'

0

the potential for -- program strength as a result of relatively low turn-

over among teachers of reading. Whether or not consistency and continuity'

in reading programs actually occurs as a result of low t,pacher turnover,

is obviously not directly discernable from the data.

18
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TABLE 3

YEARS OF TE#CHING EXPERIENCE IN THIS SCHOOL

Question: Haw many years, including this school year,
have you taught in this school?

,

Grade Level
Years in

this school

2nd
(N=3601)

4tLi

($560)
6th

(N=425)

One Year or less 18.0 18.6 24.2

More than 1 year but
less than 3 years 18.3 22.0 20.5

At least 3 years but
less than 6 years 27.6 26.2 25.6

.

At least 6 years but
less than 10 years 13.5 16.8 14.1

At least 10 years-but.-
leis than 20 years 18.5 13.6 1269

Twenty years.or more 4.2 2.9 2,6

19
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For those whose goal it was to haVe a "bachelor's degree in every

classroom," 1970-71 must be recorded as th4 academic year in which their

dream became a reality. Roughly 97.5 percant of all teachers reported that

they held a bachelor's degree when asked, '" at is the highest earned

college degree you hold?" Twenty percent 0 this group reported that

they had also earned a master's degree. Whi e this trend is viewed as

a positiVe sign of academic advancement, onl .; few more than half of the

respondents reported they had special trainin in the diagnosis and treat-
.

ment of reading problems at either the prese ce, inservice, or graduate'

level.

In orderto interpret these findings it is necessary to know what

training in reading is typically provided at the baccalaureate level.

Recently Roeder, Beal, and Eller (1973) conducte' an investigation which

attempted to answer this question. They found t at 80 percent of the

4-year colleges and universities that responded to the survey reported that

4

they requited only one course in the teaching of readi or preservice.

teachers. Of these,.16.6 percent combined reading with another methods

course. Approximately 3 percent of the colleges and universities surveyed.

...

reported that th y required additional courses in reading beyond the,basic

course. Given both this information and thefact that most teachers have
0

Teamed a baccalaureate degree, it can be concluded that, while teachers

of reading have received some-specialized training, that training is

minimal.
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.

In the brochure, Professional Preparation in Reading for Classroom

A

J

Teachers: Minimum Standards., tht Professional Standards and Ethics

Committee of the International Reading Association recommends the folloWing

academic training for elementary school teachers:

' A minimum of six semester hours, or the equivalent, in an
accredited reading course or courses.

One or more courses for eletentary teachers covering
each of the following areas:

.General Background,
, s,

The nature of language
Psychology of the reading process

.Interrelationship of activities and outcomes in. the
our language arts

Nature and scope of the reading program,

Reading Skills and Obi ities
Prereading readiness'a ilitie8
Readiness for reading at any level
Word retwation skills (including word analysis)'
Votabulary development
Reading comprehension abilities, includin critical reading

Interpretive oral reading

Diagnosis and Remedial Teaching
Techniques for.evaluation of progress
Difficulties frequently experienced by

to read
Diagnostic te
Differentiat
Corrective m

hill es that can be use
.'$instruction to fit

1
hod0Vr use in the cl

1,-

Or anizatio of the Readin Pro ram
Classroom o ganization for reading
Varied.appr aches treading instruction
Planning a/reading %r son

Materials
Knowledge and use,of bhsic and.su lementary materials

of instruction
Selection of suitable reading ma rials
Knowledge of children's literatu e

hildren in learning

by thee classroom teacher
ndividual capabilities

s room

Application of Reading Skills
Skills needed for reading in co tent fieldS
Qualities to be appreciated in iterature
Fostering lifetime use of read ng

21
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Given this delineation of minimum standards, it is\reasonable to

conclude on the basis of the ETS data that today's teachers of reading

have not met these standards for training.

p)

Involvement in Decision-Making

Teachers were asked, "Compared with other elementary schools in

your district or community, how satisfied are you with respect to the

4411
following things: physical facilities, faculty, ability of the student

body, attitudes of student body, administration, and the overall

philosophy. nieducation?" Their responses on the. average ranged from

Moderately satisfied (physical facilities, ability of student body,

attitude of student body, and overal philosphy) to highly satisfied

(faculty). ,They weie ambiguous in their satisfaction with administrators.

This apparent ambiguity can be explained in part by other data collected

in the study. These data'suggest teachers often do not take part in

key decisions, which effect them. For example, 51-56% of the teachers at

various grade levels reported they were assigned,tp teach in the schoolA
where they were presently teaching; 64 -67% reported they were assignedto

teach the class they were currently instructing; 52% of the teachers

perceived the administration to be moderately or not at all responsive to

the idea, of seeking remedial help for their students; and 58-61% felt the

administration was at best moderately responsive to changes in the

cnericulum.

Clearly these are decisions in Which teachers should be involved.

if they are to assume a significant*role in curricular decision-making.



O

While these data suggest that typically 0-48% of the teachers had their

decisions supported by the adminibtration, 52-60% teportedly did not.

Although there may be a trend to give teachers i+reasing responsibility

for curricular deCisions, these data suggest there, is considerable room

for Progress. in this regard. It IS our belief that the profeesionallsm

of classroom teachers is undermined when they, do not have a significant

role in decision-making which directly effects instruction.

Beliefs

AAn a sis of _teacher response patterns to a series of general

questions about thelteaching of reading clearly indicate teachers almost

universally accept the notion that the teacher variable IS the most

important variable in the tea ing'of reading. Using the criterion of

70 percent of the teachers in agreement, teachers overwhelmingly agreed

with the following statements:

(1). Methods ardipre important than materials in the teaching

of reading. '

t'
(2) The teacher's ability is more important than either method

or materials in ,the teaching of reading.

(3) In teaching reading a wrong response can be as useful as

a correct response.

These results suggest a rather definite pattern of beliefs about

the teaching of reading in general. The universal acceptance of thee'

importance of the teacher variable in the teaching of reading clearly

speaks to the urgent need for better understanding of this variable.

Further data regarding the teacherrs belief system was collected

by asking them about beliefs regarding the teaching of reading to disadvantaged

23
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children. The folloWing statements were chosen by 70% or more of. teachers

.

.

at each grade level:
. '

Fo, - . , .

(1) Disad taged children have more trouble learning to read

than ad4antaged children.

(2) Disadvantaged children have different lingUietic. experiences

1/4. '
o

(3)

than advantaged children.

Disadvantaged ch&ren are disadvantaged maiAiy in that they

,do not havethe foundation of concepts that'Aplyantaged

children have.

(4)40Learning to. verbalize thotghts is particularly

disadvantaged children

important for

(5) These children do not want to learn.

(6) The pupils want to learn, but ao:noi have tth right background
.

...

for school work.
r

'(7) Improving the student's self-image as a learner is particularly

important for disadvantaged children.

11

. .

Taken in their entirety, agreement wit these statements sugges

that today's teacher of reading is aware of both.the linguistic and

cOgnitive dimensions of the reading process. Collectively these responsed

suggest a fundamental belief about reading; The more the language and the 1

thought patterns of the reader reflect those of the author, the more rkely

it is that the pupil will experience success in reading. In general,,

teachers agree With the sta6iment that disadvantaged children have

difficulty learning to read. They also agree with other statements which

suggest that pupils havethis difficulty because they do not have an

appropriate background for the school experience. Their agreement with

2 4
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other statements suggests that teachers perceive this difference in

background to be the. result' of differences in langtbage, .thought, and

Motivation.. It is possible that these concerns are the result of anr-
overemphasis In the teaching of reading on Zanguage production rather

.

than Zanguage competency. The, distinction here iSan'imPOttant one,

for as ,Goodman .0.973Y has shown, disadvantaged- children often can

understand .Standard English (he refefs to this as ':receptive control
"
),

but yet not necessarily be'able to speak.or pronounce words in this
.

dialect (1 uage production): The concerns expressed by teachers

(-

6

through their selection of beliefs suggest that they may"be over-
,

emphasizing the Production of "Standard English. ". In the case of

readies orally; e n-example, thimay mean teachers who hold

theSe beliefs insist that a child produce exactly what the printed

page "says ", 'regardless of-whether what the child says means the dame

thing or not. In contrast, teachers stressing language competency rather
6

than: language production would be more concerned with whether or not the
to

child' got the author's message or comprehended what Was read and would

deemphasize many phonOlogical, morphological and syntaxical descregtancies

which existed between the response given and the response expected when they

child, read. An dkphasis on language production, as opposed"to language

competency; in short: does eiplain the series of beliefs which were-

. selected by the mafority of toddy's teachers of reading. If this is

truely the dominant emphasis of reading programs in the UnitedcStates,

this fact should be confirmed by teachers' choice of goals for-the

classroom reading program.

25
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TODAY'S TEACHER OF READING - A CLOSER VIEW
Wit

It is the intent of this section to wrore those actors which

appear-to-be related to 'the overall pattern of'goals selectedihy teachers
40

of reading for their classroom reading program.` For this ,Itrpos each

major factor - sex, teachingexperience, involvamentin deCision-making

training, and beliefs - will be eymined in'relationahip to the goals

aeiected,

Coale Selected- p.ri the Classrood* qadi-n# Progx,0

Teachers were asked two questions:. "How wduld ydu

erms of importance to yofollowing aCtivitiesvin t

ching of reasling?"'and

each of the

"How much time doe
r

curreht

typical pupil, in your

r.

wing .types of actimities?" The.%-reading class spend in' each of thd fol

intersect of teacher's responses used¶these two questions:ws sed to

:,,- re Ch
indiCate the major goals se)., ctau. A goal was consiuered to be of majox.

';'"°3
v

;,.
. '"

importance if.it was. idgif by a4 leqst 70 percent &fthe,teachets as
-, .

. .

being of primary;, oftance in theirprogram. A criterion of 50 percent

or mOre,of, teachers was established to'identifyithOse activitibs'Whiell.
,

06-'.. :,.:ie-
e-

iyioi-

4r:/.
studenta-apent a significant

;.,-.

-,qe ...
.

,

i4fructional period.. .Using
..._,,

amoun of time on during their reading

the above criteria"the following vials were

identified as being most important:.

(1) Developing sight vocabulary (whole word recognition) %

(2) Learang word meanings (vocal,'

(3) Phonic. and/or structural analysia.

(4) _Reading silently (independent silent Nr

26
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Taken as a who , this `list of major gdals suggests that'most

Classroom teachers of-reading vjeW'reading as a precise process. This

.
view of reading often implies that the.most appropriate criteria to

judge a student's reading'ability would be the accuracy with which.s/he

was axle to pronounce words. Primary importance ivTlaced'on word
.i. . . -% .

'recognition and ward analysis strategies involving the scrutiny of'letterbY.

0 .

letter patterns, and words. Teachers't choice of the goal "'silent reading"

may be indicative of a perception that the act of silenreading serves
111

as a means of practice and reinforcement of the other goalsyhich were

selected.' If this interpretation is accurate, it suggests that the majority

of today's teachers of reading have a decoding or skills orientation to

reading. Primary importance is placed on the
11 word analysis skills and

vocabulary development in the belief that reading is largely a decoding

and word recognition process. qeachersr,holding this orientation.typically.,

.NI

believe that withith recdgnition of individual words will come comprehension

of a sentence, paragraph, or longer section of text.

While the above explanation seems the most reasonable given the .

patterns of goals selected by teachers, it might also be argued that the

goals selected refecta whole-language orientation to reading. Ifithe

goals selected by tOchers did indeed reflect,a whole-language orientation

toward reading, it4s likely tHat the goal of reading:Silently would have

received a higher priority. than whole word recognition, ypcabulary develop-

ment, and phonetic and structural analysis. And, while these latter goals

would still be expected to receive a.high priority, it could be expected

that less instructional time would be spent on them than on reading

silently, This interpretation is based on the expectation that teachers

-27
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`holding a whole- language orientation toward reading believe that the

emphasis
,

in teaching reading must be centered on the fact-that reading

is fitst and foremost a meaning-getting proCesp--., Word analysis skills

and vocabulary development, while not unimportant, are presented by

i'

teachers holding this orientat on in,such a way so that they,are
4 4

subordinate to reading as a m aning-getting process. If a teacher's
ig

view of reading were inclined toward the whole -language perspective,.
tzy

it would follow that the goals of "Reading'Silently," "Being read toil'
.

,4

"Reading for Enjoyment," "Enriching Cultural Background'," and/or , c

"Creative Writing," would,have received a higher priority rating than w%$,

evident in the ETS data. Since these latter goals were not ,selected es

being Lost important, it appears that the majority of today's teachers

of reading hold a decoding or skills orientation to the teaching of reading.

It will be thelpurpose of the next section to explore' -what variables -

sex, teaching 'experience, training, involvement in decision-making and/or

beliefs seem related to the major goals selected by classroom teachers

for their\reading program,

Coals Selected in Relationship to Overview Teacher Variables

In order to study'.the-relationship betwee4 the goals selected by

classroom teachers for their reading Program, a series of statistical

tomparisions (t tests) were made between eath goal selected and each of

the status variables identified earlier - sex, teaching experience,

training, involvement in decision-making, and beleifs.

28



An analysis of these data suggest that statistically significant

(p ..05) relationships exist between several of these variables and the

claissrowteachershIhoice of reading goals. These variU0.es are listed

below in the order of their strength of relationship to the major goals

selected:

(1) Beliefs About Reading

e
(2) Beliefs About Disadvantaged Pupils

I

(3) Teaching Experience

-(4) T6ining.

One conclusion which co d be drawn from these data is that teacher

beliefs, taken collectively, are a major variable in understanding

today's teachei' of reading and reading instruction as it is generally

conducted in the United States. The data appear to support the notion

that teacher's theoretical orientation is a variable worthy of continued

exploration by the reading profession.

In order to further discuss and interpret these data, i is

necessary to recall from previous analyses that teacher beliefs about

disadvantaged children and the major goals they select for their classroom

reading program generally eeflect itheoretical orientation that has been

termed a decoding or skills orientation to reading. Given this perspective,

it can be.said that 'teaching experience" showed a significant relationship

with three of the f4ur major goals identifi6d by teachers as those children

spent the most time on during reading instruction. Further these data

4low that thebnger the teacher has been teaching, the greater the likelihood

that s/he will select as major goals those which are associated with a

decoding, or skills orientation. Similarly, "training" shows a Significant

2 9
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relationshipwith the classroom teacher's choice of these goals as,,

primary ones for her'classroom reading program. Specifically these data

show that with .training in the diagnosis and treatment of reading

,

prol)lems, the likelihbod of the teacher selecting deCoding or skills

oriented goals for her classroom.reading,program increases significantly.

Lt appears, then, that with increased experience and pith increased

4

training, the likelihood of a teacher developing a decoding or skills

orientation to reading instruction increases. Further analysisqo these

variables across all possible gdal categories indicates that expey.ence

has the effect of increasing the teacher''s ability to operationalize this

decoding orienation; that is, with experience teachers seem to devote

more instructional time working tosard the mastery of these goals and,
) »

consequently, they become more effective in promoting theSe goala.

(...- ' -

Training, on the other hand, does,not appear to insure that the teacher

.

will have children spend more-Oftheix instructional time on decoding or

skill oriented goals,,but only that s. /he believes them to be most "important.

In this regard, the data show that with increased traihing in diagnosis,)- .
teacher selection of goal choices is 'much exkanded.. Intermsof what

goals children spent most of their time on in the classroom, training

shows a signif41 relAtionship to "Phonic and/or Structural Analysis"

and "Developing. Vi al DiscrimiAation." Taket\collectively, these choices

suggest that, in general, "training" does much to' further reinforce' a

decoding Or skills orientation to reading. At the same time the data

also indicates,that "training" results in teSchers being able t deal

with and/or accept other orientation_ to reading; at.least at a cognitive

awareness.
10
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,

"Sex" of the teacher showed a-signifiddpt/relationship to only one

of the major goal's; ilamely,'"DevelopingSight vocabulary." "Involvement

in Decision- Making" showed no realationship to any of the major. reading

goals selected by teachers.. Because-both "Sex" and "InvoiVement in

Declon-MaIng" nhowed no rc1ationsh10 Co any of the other goals'listed4

Llmse appeat lu be less wurlhy vl study than are the variables

of belief training, and experience.

While theremay be several explanation for the Saliency of the

' variables of beliefs, training, and experience., we hypothesize that they

are interrelated at both a theoretical and practical level. Earlier

we have stated that the major beliefs held by classroom teachers 4ear

to reflect a decoding, or skills orientation to reading. To.a certain

1

extent, the concept of diagnostic-prescriptive teaching as it is I

frequently, operationalized reflects this. orientation. In general,'

.
"diagnosis has been interpreted by the profession largely as an effort'

. w , :4,

to find out what speCific skills a child has failed to masters The

..//' -assumption is that once these skills are identified, teaching them, will

move the/ child ahead. Permeating this notion is the belief that reading

is a hierarchical skills, process. If one, accepts a sZills tlieraichy

model of reading,"it is logical to assume mastery of loWer order skills

is necessary for mastery-of higher order skills. To the ext-N.4.. ihat

courses in the divagnosis and teatment of reading problems reflect this

model, the notion that reading;is a decoding or skills process is

perpetuated. The reader should note, 'however, that diagnostic instruction

gnd a skills orientation &reading are not necessarily synonymous. Rather,

the general prevailing trend, is one that makeg them amear to be



synonymous.

...diagnostic

. used
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This in understandable, given the fact that the bulk of

reading rests,ests, as well as the workbpoks and !!drill" material.

reading programb, support and perpetuate a decoding or

skills orientation to reading instruction.

Similarly, the fact that experience and a decoding orientation to

reading are related s understandable if one accepts the Ina that,,the

longer the Teacher holds her position, the greater the,possibilit3Ahe

will develop.a decoding and/or skills origination to reading. This is-

plausirble for a number of reasons. Firsti the longer she teaches-the

greater the teacher's exposure to published reading material's. Since

most published materials reflect a skills or-4ecoding approach to

instruction, the greater the exposure to this orientation increases the

possibility of adoption by the teacher. Second, to the extent that a

'skills orientation to reading is perpetuated by the recent emphasis on
#

accountability (in tiat it makes this concept manageable), forces
r)

.external to the school's reading program will influence teachers to hold

thisorientatIon. This-is especially true of most state curriculum guides

in reading, as well as most special program for which funding is available

from the federal' government. 'Their emphasis on,accountability, we believe,

rt

encourages a simplistic skills definition Of,reading.,

.
While there are,obvfOusly other explanation and interrelationships

between these variables and their support of a decoding or ;kills orientation

to reading, the point remains that these explanations are really conjecture

and ought to be viewed as hypotheses in need-of further study. by the

profession. The conclusion that classroom teachers hold a dominant decoding

32
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or skills orientation tpward'the teaching of reading, and that this view

is being supported by both experience and training, holds several

implications for the profession in terms of what ought to be done. This

is the subject of the final section..

4
TOMORROW'S TEACHER OF READING,-

IMPLICATIONS AND DIRECTIONS

The data and interpretations presentedin this chapter provide

extensive implications for the profession, which should receive thorough

consideration.

For Classroom Teachers r

This research, like other research before it, continues to accent

the importance of the teacher_variable in the teaching of reading. Unlike

previous writings', this chapter identifies a dimension of this.variable

which appears highly related to reading instruction, namely, the teac

theoretical orientation. The data analyzed in this chapter suggest that

the predominant theoretical orientation toward reading held b

teachers of reading is a decoding or skills orientation: To the extent

that a decoding or skills orientation to reading violates what CW

'profession has learned about language, how language operatea, and4ts

implication for the teaching of reading, we have ever y reason to be

Concerned. IL reading is indeed a lea precise process than it was

40
once believed to be, and as Smith (1971, 1974), Goodman (1967, 1973),

Burke (1972), Pearson (1975) and a growing number of other researchers

33
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maintain, then the dominance of a decoding or skills orientation towa

reading may be a contributing factor to the so-called "reading prbblem

in the United States.

Clearly, teachers need to become informed of alternative orientat Ons.

to the teaching of reading. Teacher trainers and the profesSional

associations should be concerned about the limited view of reading held

by most teachers and should provide opportunities for training, research

and discussion about other alternative perspectives. Inservice teachers

need 10 read widely, request inseryice programs, and be receptive to

alternative. views of reading. In'the final analysis, teaching reading

must rest upon a theoretical orientation. While many teachers may

understandably react by saying, "I push no'particular approach to reading,"

the fact remains that while this may be denied, teacher behavior in

terms of the goals they accent reflect a particular orientation to reading.

Theory cannot be divorced from practice. It behoves every teacher to "Become

informed in order to conscientiously choose approaches to reading, and

in order to make intelligent instructional decisions. The teaching of

reading requites an-understanding of the theoretiCal aspects of reading

which then becomes the basis for practical considerations.

For Administrators
a

If, as has been suggested, the decoding or skills orientation to

reading is so well entrenched (held by more than 70% of today's classroom .

teachers of reading) and is being supported by educational publishers,

state departments of public instruction, the federal goyernment with its

34
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-emphasis on accountability, and advanced. tr ining in reading, then we

can encourage thd utilization
V

Must be concerned with the question of how

of approaches to reading reflecting,other t oretical orienations. This,

needless. to say, will not be an easy task. iven the ever-growing

'stability of the profession, and the fact th t stability comes in the

form of experience, a new focus on inservice ducation seems crucial.

The earlier method of inviting a reading exper in for a speech or "one

shot" stand will continue to prove inadequate. Well planned, well-

coordinated, and prolonged inservice programs arenecessary. Such a

program shoilld have as its first priority familiarizing regular classroom

teachers with alternative models for teaching reading. Once this'foundaticur

has been. established., inservice workshops designed to help.teachers7ddvelop,

support materials for these alternate approaches would appear necessary

givdn the fact that most of the materials currently on the market will

not be supportive of other than, a skills orientation.

It is recommended that administrators and those in charge of establish-

ing andmaintainfilg school reading programs seriously question the account-

ability.,movement in 'reading as it is currently interpreted. Clearly,

radminiitrators must make this and other efforts to establish an environment

which is supportive of the adoption and implementation of reading programs

based on altprnative orientations to reading.

For Teacher Trainers

We would be indded remiss if we did not make a special effort to

point out the implications of thisgdata for teacher training and for ethers

35
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involved in the preparation of classroom teachers. First, alternate

theoretical orientations to reading must be presented in such a form so

that preservice and inservice teachers can not only understand but also

apply these orientationgin the classroom. Methods' classes must be much.'

more than a smorgasbord of techniques. Theory must be presented so that

teachers can knoWledgeahly make instructional decisions throughout their

professional life. The data presented in this chapter suggest that with

advanced training teachers can cognitively deal with andVoi:'accent goals

reflecting alternative views of the reading process. Yet, the fact.

remains that these same teachers were apparently unable to operationallie

these beliefs in their classrooms.. A supervised field practic

correlated to all coursework--including advanced work - -is suggested. GiVen

the nature of the world in which teachers live, it is suggested that the

foCus of advanced work be on alternative orientations--other than only a

decoding or skills orientation - -to the teaching of reading. The'assump-

.

tion being that the current environment will do enough to support the

decoding oeskills orientation to reading instruction.

Given the fact that only one third of this national sample met the

minimum standards of preparation for classroom teachers of reading, a'

diredt and concerted effort should be made td add additional work in reading

to the teacher certification requirepess of the state. As recently as

1972, only 3 per cent of the institutions preparing classroom teachers

met this requirement. One interpretation of this finding is that professors

of reading have failed to provide the leadership necessary at the state

level to get this situation changed. It is our recommendation,,that every

.
effort be taken ,immediately to get certification-patterhs'in line .with I

36
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. ,
minimum standards. .It should be remembered that-even these are minimal

and, so some contend, even inadequate (Johnson, 1972;.1.1aVrogenes

Teacher trainers involved:in the preparation of teachers foripopula-...

.tions least well served by'our schools have even a bigger task ahead of

them. The data presented here suggest that teacher beliefS about'

disadvantaged Children ate of questionable validity. If one assumes that

roughly 85 per cent of the children learn hoW to read, probably,in spite
. .

of the methods we use--and that this trend prevails (Farr, Tuinman, RoWls,

1974) despite our, recent efforts= - -then, the current clamor in reading is

an effort to help the other 15 per cent of our population learn how to-

read. This, data suggest that one explanation of why we haven't been more

Successful is because we have continued to promote a'decoding approach to

a

reading. Special reading programs are rarely special. What we have

tended to, do is simply repackage the same approach, deceiving Lourselves

into thinking that we were doing Something different. The child coming

into these program has already"failed Using a skill approach. Rather than

provide him with truly alternative approaches to reading--dpspite their

5?r

4, Tye

labels--we have given him more...of the same. Teachers working with children

wha_are disable d readers must be especially well trained. For these

teachers, training that goes beyond the minimum standards is advised..

For Researcher0

The data presented here, inmany respects
,

pose more questions than

are answered. The data suggest that the Umension of theoretical orienta-
/

tion"within the teaCher-variable merits much exploration. Following are

several questions which might be addressed'by future research:
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1) What is the alignment, of various beliefs to various theoretical

orientations?

What tnformation-processing variables best lehd themselves to

the exploration of theoretical orientation?

3) What are the relationships between teacher behayior during the

preidstructional and the instructional phases?

)

it) How doe0s teacher behavior differ by theoretical orientation

at each of these levels? el

What factors' facilitate, and/or inhibit teachers from

menting their beliefs in the classroom?

6) What is the relationship between various measures of pupil

'outcomes and theoretical orientation?
o

7)' What effect.do congruent and discrepant theoretical orientations,,

on the part of students and teachers, have on learning?

8) 'What effect do congruent and discrepant theoretical orientations,

on the part of students and teachers, have on instruction?

9) If only one major orientation-isrefeced in reading materials -

despite their names - what implication does 'this have for

conclusions reached by other researchers, i.e., Bond and Dykstra,

Chall, etc.?

ti

For Publishers

We' feel compelled tb strongly recommend that the educational

publishers rairiewitheir policy of supporting a particular model of, reading;

Given the fact that.708 or more of today's classroOM teachers hold a-

decoding or skills,orientation to reading, and are \probably prone

38



order materials reflecting this' orientation, the publishers insistence

on publishing such materials, from an economic viewpoint;seems justk-

fiable. We personally hold little,hope for changing the publishing )

industry. Publishers will publish other types7of materials, we believe,17

when teacherseshOw through their materials ofdtrs that they want them.

Fdr State ami FederalfAgency Personnei

Every effort should be made, we believe, to dnsureammediatebe

implementation of IRA Minimum standards of teacher pfeparation in reading,,

This is clearly a first priority order of, business.

Pdikcies which in effect emphas4.ze.a decoding or skills orientation

to reading should be immediately reviewed and adjusted. /The programs

designed to help children least, well served, when tie,' ',to the notion of

strict accountability, may lead school personnel tt6operationalize

inappropriate programs for these children. This is not to discourage

'4the criteria upon which reading achievemept is based.

Rather, the

recommend

lies

withi

accountability, for the problem is not here.

this criteria be more reading-like rather than based upon the mastery of
e

skills which recent research suggests may or m4y noir rated to

reading.

Support for schools in their efforts to implement inervice
-. r, 4

a ,

programp,of a much more extensive nature' than has .pot customarr- eems

.°An

necessary. Similarly, monj.es to stimulate further research of the

:theoretical orientation dimdnsion of the teacher variable ought to be

, 4
ouraged.
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frhere hev, been two- lindingsin reading research which we have

altays found somewhat obscure.: 1) tie. notion, that socioeconomic status

is related to reading and 2) 'the supremacy. Of the teacher variable in
1

o
,.

teaching reading. Both of these findings, while important, have caused
,

,- .
f ' * . 1.,

some frustratiOn -because one never inoWs quilte ,what to do with them-. The

data and interpretation's proaded.in this chapter have 4temptedto

establish one d te,nsion.of' thN4eacher variable wOrthy, of., pursuit by-he

1

ti 'profession.
This should be encouraging. While the task is Immense,- 4

having some direction should make the trii:Y not only smoother but, more

13

itnportantly, profitable.,

CI)

If

40
-i,--:

7
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